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The SSN Journal is designed and created to share stories of
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educate for sustainability. This is not a 'how to' guide rather
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inviting you to learn from others. Some people featured
are just getting started, whilst others have been at this for a
long time.
We share these different perspectives to
demonstrate the importance of the lived experience and the
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Don't teachers in Australia just need to include the sustainability crosscurriculum priorities in their classes for things in schools to change?

All formal education systems seek to
indoctrinate. That is, students are asked to
accept, understand and be evaluated on
the knowledge within the curriculum.
However, the idea of indoctrination is an
uncomfortable concept for many, so the
goals of the curriculum are not phased
that way.
I agree that the learning and teaching
of ecological sustainability should be
core business for any educational
institution.
Research suggests that
change may not just happen through
teaching inclusion, however, it is an
important step in the right direction.
For those who may be unfamiliar with
the
Australian
Curriculum,
the
sustainability
cross-curriculum
priority
(CCP)
sets
a
national
framework
and
foundational
statement for sustainability literacy in
Australia.
It seeks to provide consistency in
learning outcomes for sustainability
across educational jurisdictions, to
allow for increased student mobility
across the country. I won’t provide an
in depth exploration of this CCP in
this musing, but suffice to say, it
intends to connect and relate what it
perceives sustainability to mean,
across all learning areas in the
Australian Curriculum.
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So what is “acceptable” to indoctrinate
when it comes to ecological sustainability?
And what assumptions have we been
indoctrinated to hold about the ways we
should teach this message?
Rather than writing paragraphs around
this, I ask you to critically reflect on the
table I have created below. It presents
different
approaches
to
three
understanding what and how teachers
could
include
around
EfS.
These
approaches are the additive approach
(where EfS information is just ‘added’ to
the
existing
curriculum),
the
transformative approach (where the
teacher transforms their own way of
understanding and teaching about EfS)
and the community engaged approach
(where the teacher sees unsustainability as
a problem with systems, and works with
others to explore how our assumptions
and systems could be changed to
authentically promote EfS).

3

Which approach do you believe your
EfS practice or school mainly falls into?
One approach is not ‘more correct’ than
another, they just promote different
outcomes. Formal school curricula
usually seek to influence student
understandings of the world (the
additive approach) and rarely seek
direct
change
around
underlying
cultural assumptions and practices (the
transformative or community engaged
approaches). If this is the case, then the
root causes of social and environmental
injustices may not be addressed in the
CCP and the knowledge provided may
not result in any more than a marginal
understanding
of
ecological
sustainability and its social implications.
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This is why large volume of academic
research explores how we, as teachers,
can move from the individual student
focus to larger systems changes. My own
research explores how we can make
small evolutionary steps that gradually
extend our comfort zones in direction of
ecological sustainability. For me, it is not
about a revolution, but small daily
changes in the way we think, the
questions we ask, and the actions we
commit to, that build different neural
networks. This is likely to increase our
individual and collective capacity to
proceed towards the EfS goals in unique
ways, and in collaboration with EfS
communities - such as the SSN.
Please send your questions to Dr Ali via:
alison.sammel@ssn.org.au
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Rangi Ruru Girls’ School is an independent day and boarding school for girls Years 7 to 13 located in
Christchurch, New Zealand. The school’s safe, caring and nurturing environment ensures that all girls are
provided with the opportunity to break barriers, learn skills, discover courage and inspiration, have an
impact, make friends, and become part of a legacy that will stay with them for life. At Rangi Ruru, success,
no matter how small, or in what arena, is measured by the personal achievements of each girl.
Rangi Ruru Girls’ School in Ōtautahi
Christchurch, is one of New Zealand’s oldest
schools, founded in 1889 by Miss Helen Gibson
and her sisters.
The name Rangi Ruru was given to the school
by Paora Taki, a Māori Chef of Rapaki Pa and
translates to “wide sky shelter” indicating the
school stands for hospitality and generosity. Te
Koroha, a historic wooden building is the
schools’ whare - house. Their motto Whaia to
te Rangi – Seek the Heavenly Things, is a
reminder that education is not limited to
physical, cultural or academic studies, but must
include spiritual connections and a connection
to the land and to nature.
The sustainability philosophy of Rangi Ruru is
based on the school values, Whakaute –
Respect, Aroha -Love/Compassion, Rikarika and
Ngāna
Enthusiasm
and
Endeavour,
Manaakitanga – Generosity of Spirit and Tika –
Integrity. The school approaches sustainability
as a community.
Issue 15 | December 2020
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As a school, Rangi Ruru acknowledges
Papatūānuku - Mother Earth figure, and honours
the status of Tangata Whenua – people of the land
of NZ, and the value of Indigenous knowledge in
enriching and guiding learning for sustainability.
A sustainable school prepares young people for a
lifetime of sustainable living, through its
teaching, values and its daily practices. Care
instils responsibility, and as a school Rangi Ruru
accepts the responsibility to develop this within
the community. Rangi is guided by a
commitment to care for oneself – our health
and wellbeing, each other – across species,
cultures, distances and generations and the
environment – both locally and globally. “In our
school, the girls are encouraged to stand up for what
they believe in, to strike for action and involvement.
We have numerous student-driven initiatives, it is
about empowering our students,” says Ms Rivers,
Director of Sustainability.
Rangi Ruru Girls’ School believes that
sustainable schools are a great place to learn,
where pupils develop self-esteem and reach high
standards of achievement.
5
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Ms Rivers recalls an earlier time in 2015
where the school displayed one day of
waste outside the entrance of the chapel,
“The contents of 128 large black rubbish bags of
mixed waste (over three cubic meters in total)
were emptied out for all to see. From that day
on, we began separating waste. Seeing this had a
huge impact in our community,” Ms Rivers
recalls.
Rangi girls and Dr Jane Goodall

In operating this way, they have an opportunity
to demonstrate responsible practices for the
young people and communities and engage
them in learning about the issues and potential
responses. For these reasons, Rangi Ruru is
proud to be an Enviroschool, a Fairtrade
School, a 2019 KNZB Sustainable Schools
Award finalist and a finalist in the New Zealand
Sustainable Business Network Awards.
In the development of their sustainability
philosophy, Rangi Ruru considered definitions
from the New Zealand Curriculum Handbook
and
connections
to
the
Enviroschools
principles of environmental, social, cultural
and economic sustainability; all fundamental to
a sustainable future.
The schools’ journey towards sustainability
commenced in 2015, when a group of
concerned staff and students realised the
impact
of
global
warming
on
future
generations, and decided to act, firstly by
reducing the amount of school waste produced.
“We wanted to clean up local streams and rivers and
we saw an opportunity to develop a philosophy to
guide the school at a time when Rangi was being
rebuilt following the devastating Christchurch
earthquakes. Our school board and management
backed this vision and we were able to gain
momentum quickly. Environmental awareness is
woven into all aspects of our school,” say student
leaders, Year 12 Rosa Davies – Head of
Sustainability, and Year 11 Emma Fowcs
Williams – Student Eco-Action Coordinator
and Mentor.
Issue 15| December 2020
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During the research process, specific
actions were analysed, planned and
promoted within the school community via
meaningful student lead interest groups,
curriculum, management and day to day
operations of the school. Teams of students
supported
by
staff
mentors
were
empowered to lead and sustain initiatives
developed
through
learning
and
collaboration in:
Sustainability/Service/Wellbeing
Councils
Sustainability Executive Action Groups
including Preschool
Global Living
Sustainability/Service/ICE/Special
Projects
Environment Club/Form
Seniors/Sustainability Sisters
Boarders Environment Group/Garden
Club
Antipodeans Abroad/Service trips to
Pacific Islands
Young Enterprise
Rangi’s sustainability philosophy informed
some of their favourite projects, such as
eliminating vending machines in the
campus and implementing a ‘water only’
policy in school – avoiding highly
processed food and drinks. The school
implemented changes at all levels across
multi-faceted areas – food, energy, water,
transport, waste, buildings and grounds.
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The tuck shop changed to biodegradable
cutlery, ‘meat-free Mondays’ commenced,
only water in compostable bottles were
available for purchase - and are returned to
the producer; the school uses solar energy,
promotes sustainable travel and established
the ‘Rangi Reuse Depot’ diverting thousands of
items from going to waste.
Some other initiatives have included:
Establishing a composting and worm farm
onsite
New bin posters developed with Global
Living and Design Team
Egg cartons and milk bottles returned to
suppliers for reuse. 'Happy Cow' waiting
list for 'fill your own milk' in 2021
Reduced waste to landfill by 62% and
halved skip collections
Education
for
Sustainability
NCEA
standards
Actively involved in Eco-Action project
and native nursery onsite
All students are involved in Service
through Student Volunteer Award
Growing fruit and vegetables onsite for
local Women's Refuge safe houses, The
City Mission and Ronald McDonald House
Supporting a long-term regeneration
project to re-establish native fauna and
flora into Drayton Reserve
Established collaborative Eco-Action native
tree nursery onsite and have grown 2500
trees to date to meet their collective goal of
12 schools to grow and plant 50,000 native
trees in Christchurch's red zone (areas no
longer available for building following the
Christchurch earthquakes) in the next 3
years
Reduced carbon emissions each year since
2015
In
their
remarkable
journey
towards
sustainability, the school expected initiatives
to be challenging.
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"We are a sustainable community, where at Rangi
Ruru, we are committed to pedagogy and
developing deep and independent thinkers who
have the capacity to understand and respond
wisely to the challenges of creating socially and
ecologically sustainable societies. We are people
across all disciplines, who are literate in
sustainability principles, who can think critically
and laterally, work cooperatively, make
connections, and who are prepared to participate
and make a difference to help people, animals and
earths ecosystems flourish. As students, we walk
the talk!”
Rangi Ruru Sustainability Council &
Environmental Club
Rangi Ruru Girls’ School plans and goals for
the future in terms of sustainability practices
include - among many others - the creation
of greater awareness and participation in
Rangi’s sustainability and service initiatives
through education, communication and
collaboration with the school and wider
community.
Moreover, students are involved in the
design, budget, sourcing and installation
plans to develop a biodigester onsite to reuse
their green waste and generate renewable
energy. This investment will enable
substantial economic savings of which 60%
will be reinvested into sustainability projects
once establishment costs are covered.
To learn more about Rangi Ruru Girls' School and their sustainability
philosophy visit: https://www.rangiruru.school.nz/about-us/oursustainability-philosophy/
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Introducing

Zela Bissett
Zela’s story maps some of the highs and lows of being a passionate advocate for
environmental education having worked as an educator in many capacities
during her career. Her recent work has been gathering credible evidence for the
effectiveness and importance of Education for Sustainability, writing papers
and sharing her knowledge with the community.

Initially trained as a studio potter, with a
Diploma in Fine Art from Brisbane’s Seven
Hills College of Art, Zela Bissett followed
her love for teaching and has been an
advocate for change in the delivery of
education ever since.
In 1996, returning to University as a mother
of three, Zela completed a Graduate
Diploma in Education and began a career
with Education Queensland, starting at Two
Mile State School near Gympie, QLD.
During these years, she repeatedly found
that the units of work which excited all the
learners – from the reluctant attender to the
most academic child of two teacher parents
– were those involving gardening, frogs,
plants or some aspect of the natural world.
“When I started my Master’s studies in 2006, I
was told after one term by my supervisor that I
needed to change to a Master of Environmental
Education at Griffith University, because that
was where my passion lay – and she was right!”
she says.
Zela transferred to Griffith University, and
focussed on forming and affirming
friendships with other teachers who were
spearheading projects in their own settings,
including litter reduction and recycling,
improving biodiversity in their school yards
and studying endangered species. These
morphed into an alliance known as the
Sustainable Educators of Cooloola (SEC),
which started regular meetings as a support
mechanism.
Issue 15| December 2020
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Moving north-west of Brisbane to teach at
the Aboriginal school at Cherbourg, Zela
began to ponder the cultural insensitivities
in the educational programs she was
expected to deliver. She recalls, “It was the
time in my Master’s program to embark on a
research project, so I decided to pose the question:
Would Education for Sustainability (EfS) be an
effective methodology for 'Closing the Gap'?” She
set out to find out whether a more hands-on
outdoor program with a real-world
objective would be effective in improving
her young learners’ achievement and
attitude towards school.
Searching for the answers, she travelled long
distances to Broome, Noonkenbah and Cape
Leveque in Western Australia, to Darwin
and Katharine in the Northern Territory
and interviewed Marcia Langton in Victoria.
A pattern emerged: educators drew on
traditional knowledge about animals, plants
and
Country,
involved
elders
and
knowledge-holders, and children were
engaged.

On completion of her Masters in 2010, Zela
was seconded to the newly-formed Science
Sparks Program, a genuine effort within the
Queensland Education Department to
enliven science teaching in primary schools,
which had suffered during a period of
emphasis on improving NAPLAN results in
English and Mathematics.
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Concurrent with Science Sparks, was the Earth
Smart Science (ESS) Program and a third
program aimed at removing racism in
curriculum
called
EATSIP
(Embedding
Aboriginal
and
Torres
Strait
Islander
Perspectives). This trio of programs allowed a
core of skilled educators to meet and develop
curriculum and organise events that linked
Sustainability
and
Indigenous
Science,
Perspectives. It foreshadowed two of ACARA’s
cross-curriculum priorities.
When Science Sparks ended, Zela moved
across to the sister program, Earth Smart
Science. “We had resources to take teachers off class
and deliver really relevant and useful professional
development (PD). At the Earth Smart PD, local
Indigenous elders and knowledge-holders would be
invited, with local bird and plant experts and
wildlife carers. A frequent comment from
participants was that they had been the lone voice
for sustainability in their school, but now found
other kindred spirits. The feeling that the
department supported them was very important to
their professional identity. Often teachers would tell
me it was the most useful PD they had been to for
years,” Zela recalls.
Following the Kids Teaching Kids model, each
school usually presented a session to their
peers about a project they had accomplished,
such as planting a Koala corridor or changing
packaging practices in the canteen. All this
sadly ceased towards the end of 2012 when all
three programs were closed.

Zela remembers a visiting teacher commenting
on one of his students. "This boy was usually very
difficult to manage, but he has been so cooperative
all day, I haven’t had to speak to him once. He is
having a ball, even taking a leadership role helping
people who are separated from their group find their
activity.” That crystallised Zela’s belief that
most behavioural problems stem from the way
we try to educate, with our ideals of sitting still,
listening and following orders. She says, “What
excites me about EfS is that it really does engage
students of all learning styles in a meaningful way
and give them some of the flexibility and transdisciplinary skills they will need in the challenging
times they will live through in the future.”
She adds, “I believe we did a great deal of good
during the years 2010 - 2012 when those programs
ran, and teachers did self-report increased
confidence and knowledge in Science, Sustainability
and general principles of using engaging
pedagogical practices such as the 5Es model.” As the
years went by after the programs ceased, Zela
reports the whole ethos of the Education
Department became more and more removed
from promoting sustainable schooling in any
form. Teachers once again felt isolated and
unsupported. She was disappointed to see
claims made that STEM somehow subsumes
Education for Sustainability!
Zela is currently undertaking a PhD on the
work of John Sinclair. As the outgoing
Australian Association for Environmental
Education
(AAEE)
Queensland
Chapter
President, Zela has been involved in a
collaborative effort with SSN to engage with
both the Department of Environment and
Science (DES) and the Education Department.
So far these discussions have been positive.
Zela hopes for two things: firstly, that a
genuine consultative process can be conducted
with the key stakeholders - the teachers in our
schools; and secondly, that the learnings from
the Earth Smart Science period can be applied
to make future programs even more effective
and gain wider buy-in from the school, as well
as the wider, community.

Issue 15 | December 2020
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Isabella
Middleby
At just ten years of age,
Isabella is a girl with a deep
love for nature and passion
for protecting wildlife. She is
a Year 5 student with an
interest in activities related to
education for sustainability.
With a beaming smile and
generous spirit, Isabella feels
committed to inspire others
to be part of the sustainability
journey.

The SSN spoke with Isabella and Ms Dawn
Clark (Digital and Design Technologies and
EcoMarines Teacher in Charge) from Park
Lake State School. Both were excited and
eager to share their work with us.
Isabella has a deep connection with animals
and her environment. From a very young
age, her happiness was intrinsically linked to
learning about how to take better care of
nature. “I love the environment because I love all
animals. I don’t want to see plastic on the beach,
so, whenever I am there, I try to remove any
garbage I see. I don’t want the animals to get sick
from it,” she says proudly.
For Isabella, sustainability means looking
after the planet for future generations to
enjoy. “We have a beautiful planet that has
everything we need, and we need to keep it that
way and not destroy it.” Isabella says she
jumped at the opportunity to become a
student leader in the EcoMarines group.
Issue 15 | December 2020
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Talking to Ms Clark, she explains that Park
Lake State School got involved with
Tangalooma’s EcoMarines Program about six
years ago and became one of the Program’s
founding schools. “We have done so much over the
last few years; we even won Australia’s very first
recycled playground! And it was the kids that put all
the effort there; it has been truly amazing” she says.
According to Ms Clark, being involved in the
Tangalooma
EcoMarines
provided
an
excellent experience for the students as the
Program has several ideas and initiatives that
they embark upon. There are opportunities to
network with other schools in the Program.
She adds, “In the past couple of years we have also
become part of the SSN community. We love how
both SSN and EcoMarines complement each other.
Through participation in the Program, I have seen
my students grow both socially and academically
and engage with the world around them. They have
become environmentally aware, socially responsible
and have grown in confidence.”
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COVID restrictions have proved difficult this
year, yet the group has managed to start a
recycling scheme and created a song
together. With the support of their music
teacher who composed the melody, the
students came up with the lyrics. “I enjoyed
developing the song. It is called ‘Recycle, Reduce,
Refuse’, teaching people about waste management
and the importance of recycling,” Isabella says
proudly.

As a Year 5 leader, Isabella and three other
students are in charge of organising weekly
meetings where students choose a theme
related to the environment and sustainability
and learn more about it with the support of
Ms Clark. “Being part of this group has made me
more confident and makes me love the
environment even more. The group accepts
students of all ages to join! So, we can help younger
kids learn more about the marine environment,”
says Isabella.
One of the hardest things for Isabella is
realising how some people are unaware of
why it is crucial to protect our environment;
her biggest challenge has been, “Knowing that
sometimes people don’t care. For example, I still
find rubbish in places where it shouldn’t be.”
Nevertheless, she has found the best way of
fixing that creatively, “I started a clean-up crew
at school. By making myself noticeable around the
school, some students started to ask questions and
become aware. Now, some of them have joined us
in our crusade!”
The Eco-Marine club holds weekly meetings.
Guided by the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals, they learn about local
and global issues. Together, they discuss
sustainability related topics and formulate
new ideas about how to act on them.
Issue 15 | December 2020
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Later this year, the leaders of the EcoMarines
group with the guidance of Ms Clark will be
heading over to Tangalooma Island Resort
for a training and networking day along with
other ambassadors from across the South
East. Isabella smiles and says “I am excited
about the dolphin feeding program! I love
dolphins. We are going to learn how scientists
monitor dolphin health in the ocean.” Next year,
Isabella will also help the new leaders of
EcoMarines to implement sustainable ideas
at school.

“When I go to high school, I would like to start an
eco-club there so that I can continue my
sustainability journey. I am also teaching my
younger sister and cousins about how we can help
the environment so they can follow in my
footsteps.”

Here at the SSN, we know that kids like
Isabella are what fills this world with hope.
Thank you, Isabella and the EcoMarines
group from Park Lake State School for all
your hard work!
If you'd like to know more about the
EcoMarines Program check them out here:
https://www.ecomarines.com/
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Introducing

Beth Koral &
Rebecca Forsdyke
Brisbane’s Eagle Junction State School
(EJSS) parents, Beth and Rebecca, are
committed to their school community’s
efforts to adopt sustainable practices.
Through outreach, communication and
attentiveness to the schools’ community,
these enthusiastic, environmentally
conscious, and engaged women are
determined to apply sustainability
principles across their school via the
Parent Committee Association and the
Sustainability Committee.

Schools are a platform for leading social change
in the local community, which parents are
integral to. Within schools, parents can shape
their environment and lead the change, raising
awareness about sustainability. This has been
the task of parents, Beth and Rebecca, who have
taken on the unofficial role of heading the EJSS
Sustainability Committee.
Originally from Scotland, Beth Koral and her
family settled in Australia after spending some
time living in the UK. A primary teacher, Beth
has worked around the world teaching English
as a second language. Inspired by her sister,
who for several years shared her interest and
passion for sustainability, Beth took a more
Earth-conscious approach to life. “When we
moved to Australia, in May 2017 I listened to a
program on Radio National about Lord Howe Island
and the plastic that was found inside the local birds;
the program featured Jodie Bricout, who is an
advocate for the environment and circular economy
in Australia. I felt inspired to make changes in our
family life," Beth recalls.
Issue 15 | December 2020
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Rebecca Forsdyke (nee Geater) was born in
London, UK and moved to Australia in 2005.
With a Human Resources and Business Analyst
background, Rebecca has worked in the higher
education sector for the last fifteen years. She
developed an interest in sustainability by
conducting a comparative analysis between UK
and Australian environmental management
policies.
Realising there was a big deficit, Rebecca and
family, decided to transition to a more
sustainable life. She explains, “In the UK I was
used to separating and sorting our waste. But soon
after we moved to Australia, I realised the food
waste in the country was enormous. We understood
the importance of changing our family lifestyle to
increase our focus on carbon footprint reduction.”
Inspired by Beth and Rebecca, their kids are
also passionate about saving the environment.
Recently both families watched 'Fight for Planet
A' and took some of Craig Reucassel’s
initiatives towards becoming more sustainable.
13
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For Beth, sustainability is about minimising
our consumption of finite resources, saving
energy and trying to live in a way that
doesn’t destroy the planet. “It has been said
that we are borrowing time from future
generations by continuing to live the way we do.
Changing our lifestyles to be more sustainable is
the only way we can fix this immense problem”
she says.

Noticing the surplus of school items from
family stationery pack orders before the end
of the year, in 2018 with the help of the
QCWA, the Committee decided to organise
an end of school preloved stationery drive to
help reduce waste. This repurposed preloved
stationery within Australia and overseas and
stopped many items going to landfill.

The Sustainability Committee collects soft
Rebecca adds “It is all about remembering to plastics and yellow recycling bin items at the
refuse, reuse, repurpose and recycle. About trying school’s tuckshop – in the process of
to reduce our environmental impact; this becoming more sustainable.
translates to only buy what we need and trying to
avoid excess packaging. Reusing or fixing items The Committee had the initiative to reduce
when they break, using a keep cup for takeaway organic waste through the use of five worm
drinks and reducing landfill by using a worm farms in the Prep area, extra recycling bins
farm or composting, there are so many ways to and signage have been placed around the
transform our lives.”
school, the pick-up zone microphones now
use rechargeable batteries and the school’s
In 2018, Beth took some ideas to the school printer toner cartridges are recycled at
Principal who was keen to make some Officeworks. As an Active Travel School,
sustainable changes within the school and EJSS is also reducing air pollution and
the Sustainability Committee was founded, staying fit and healthy.
“Mr Adam Mathewson, our school principal
suggested we would have the most impact if we Leadership opportunities were introduced
were to focus on just one area. He put me in touch for Year 6 students. In 2018, the first
with a senior teacher in the school who was very Sustainability Captains and the Green Team
environmentally minded – Ms Cindy Harris, and were appointed, comprising students in years
together with other enthusiastic parents and 4,5 and 6 to implement various green
teachers we started the Committee.” Rebecca projects for EJSS – including a waste audit
adds, “working on various initiatives together conducted by Brisbane City Council in 2018
has been a great experience. We are truly proud of and 2019.
our efforts and are keen to advance others in
2021.”
The Sustainability Committee has been
involved in a number of successful projects,
including setting up sustainability stalls for
Mother’s Day, Father’s Day and Christmas.
The items sold include terrariums, plants,
ceramic and preloved books. The monies
raised were used to fund additional
sustainable projects around the school.
Issue 15 | December 2020
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Then, how do you overcome such
challenges? Rebecca responds, “It’s about
finding like-minded people to work with. We
have a group of about eight parents who are
happy to contribute their time, effort and ideas
and we are grateful for that.”

The students participated in an afternoon of
discovery and data collection, emptying out a
selection of bins post lunch and predicting
what the biggest waste culprits would be.
This led to some big behavioural changes
with worm farms being set up for organic
waste and assembly presentations on how to
make nude food packed lunches.
At times, it has been challenging for the
Sustainability Committee to persuade others
to get involved and stay the course. Rebecca
shares, “it is never easy to change stakeholders’
perceptions that sustainability is everyone’s
concern and that it doesn’t have to be expensive or
cumbersome. We try to stay positive and remind
ourselves that small changes will make a
difference.”
Beth adds, “there can be a lot of pushback when
you try to make change in any field. Health and
safety has often been an issue – introducing native
bees for example – and increased effort from
stakeholders (extra bins to empty) has also proven
a barrier to change.”
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In
the
future,
EJSS
Sustainability
Committee aims to make the School’s
tuckshop a little greener. Their staff and
volunteers already do a great job of sourcing
local food, buying bulk and recycling.
“Target packaging options is a future goal,” says
Beth. “Also, we would like to conduct an Ecofriendly quiz with the help of the green team for
the tuck shop to measure how sustainable it is,”
adds Rebecca.
The significant role parents play in schools
is assisting to place sustainability at the heart
of the school’s purpose. Parents, staff and
students work together implementing proenvironmental behaviours and negotiate
common goals to achieve greater progress.
The SSN thanks Beth and Rebecca for their
commitment and effort in engaging and
inspiring EJSS. We applaud your efforts!

The Team at the SSN wish you all a safe,
sustainable, connected and nourishing
summer.
We will be back in March 2021 with Issue 16.
See you then!
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